A muon beam polarimeter was built for the SMC experiment at the CERN SPS, for beam energies of 100 and 190 GeV. The beam polarisation is determined from the asymmetry in the elastic scattering o! the polarised electrons of a ferromagnetic target whose magnetisation is periodically reversed. At muon energies of 100 and 190 GeV the measured polarisation is P I "!0.80$0.03 (stat.)$0.02 (syst.) and P I "!0.797$0.011 (stat.)$0.012 (syst.), respectively. These results agree with measurements of the beam polarisation using a shape analysis of the decay positron energy spectrum.
Introduction
Experiments on deep inelastic scattering of polarised leptons on polarised nucleons are intended to measure the spin structure functions of the nucleon. Muon beams present the advantage of higher energies than those for available electron beams. This allows the extension of the kinematical range to lower values of Bjorken x, which are of importance for checking sum rules. Indeed, the EMC experiment [1] using the CERN SPS muon beam of 92}280 GeV concluded for the "rst time on the violation of the Ellis}Ja!e sum rule by extending the measurement of the proton spin structure function gN (x) down to x"0.01. The EMC muon beam polarisation was determined using a Monte Carlo simulation of the beam phase space from the hadron production target to the experiment; the quoted relative uncertainty was 7.5%. On the other hand, high energy electron polarimeters reach accuracies of a few percent using asymmetry measurements either in polarised Moller scattering [2, 3] or in polarised Compton laser backscattering [4, 5] .
The "rst experimental attempt to determine the polarisation of a muon beam was intended to check the weak interaction theory prediction of a # helicity value for the muon arising from the decay of a negative pion [6] . It consisted in the measurement of the asymmetry in the production of knock-on electrons on a series of iron foils whose magnetisation was periodically reversed. The electrons were identi"ed and their energy was measured in a shower detector consisting of plastic scintillators interleaved with the iron foils. The helicity of the muon was shown to be compatible with # at a 30% accuracy level. Clearly the exploratory character of this early attempt left room for substantial improvements by a dedicated set-up which would perform a more complete identi"cation of the same polarisation-dependent process.
The SMC experiment which measured the spin structure function of the proton with an improved accuracy [7, 8] , and for the "rst time the spin structure of the deuteron [9] , has developed a polarimeter aiming at the determination of the CERN SPS muon beam polarisation with a relative accuracy of a few percent. Two methods were implemented to achieve this goal. The "rst one derives the value of the polarisation from the analysis of the shape of the energy spectrum of the muon decay positrons [10, 11] . In this paper we will describe the second method which measures the asymmetry in polarised elastic }e scattering [12, 13] .
Polarised muon electron elastic scattering

Kinematics
The kinematics of muon}electron elastic scattering (k)#e(p)P (k)#e(p) involve three independent variables. In the laboratory frame, where the target electron is at rest, we can choose them to be the incident muon energy E I , the azimuthal angle of the scattering plane, and the fractional energy loss of the muon y" 1!E I /E I "E C /E I , where E C and E I are the recoil electron and the scattered muon energy, respectively. Useful additional kinematical quantities are the square of the center-of-mass energy s"m I # m C #2m C E I , S"s!m C !m I , and 1 " S!4m C m I . Owing to the larger mass of the muon there is a maximum value for the energy which can be transferred to the electron and the corresponding muon fractional energy loss > is given by >" 1 sS
The angles I of the scattered muon, and C of the recoil electron in the laboratory frame are given by I " 
The maximum muon scattering angle is I " m C /m I "0.0048 rad.
First-order cross-section
The cross-section in the laboratory frame for polarised elastic muon electron scattering in "rstorder QED has been calculated [14] using the ultrarelativistic approximation for the electron, but taking into account the "nite muon mass. In the usual coordinate system
for polarisations P C and P I of the target electron and of the incoming positive muon, it reads where the non-polarised Born cross-section is
and the asymmetries are
where y( "(y(1!y/>).
Because of parity and time-reversal symmetry, a VW "a WV "a XW "a WX "0. The Born cross-section asymmetries are presented in Fig. 1 . The only signi"cant ones are a XX and a XV . In our measurement in which polarisations are mostly longitudinal the asymmetry a XX is dominant; we will label it A, and we will label the longitudinal polarisations of the muon beam and of the target electron P I and P C , respectively. The contribution of the transverse asymmetry a XV brings only a small correction.
A relevant quantity for our asymmetry measurement is the "gure-of-merit A(d /dy d which is inversely proportional to the statistical accuracy assuming a constant e$ciency. For E I "190 GeV it decreases monotonically by 30% from y"0 to >.
Radiative corrections
The Feynman diagrams for the "rst-order radiative corrections to elastic muon}electron scattering are shown in Fig. 2 . Diagrams b, c, e and f are for bremsstrahlung: they do not correspond to the elastic scattering reaction, but their kinematics are not experimentally distinguishable from the elastic channel. The bremsstrahlung terms contribute directly to the order . The other terms, of order , contribute through their interference with the Born term: a and d represent the vertex renormalisation, g and h the exchange of two photons, and i the vacuum polarisation. Four gauge-invariant contributions to the radiative corrections can be calculated from the diagrams of Fig. 2 : a muonic term, an electronic term, a term originating in the interference of muonic and electronic terms, and the vacuum polarisation term. These four contributions are shown in Fig. 3 
(a)}(d).
A program has been written [14] to calculate the radiative corrections reproducing the SMC polarimeter experimental conditions, and the cuts applied at the analysis level:
E on the minimum recoil electron energy, E on the missing energy in the "nal state: E I !E I !E C , E on the di!erence between the measured scattering angle and its value calculated from the measured value of the scattered muon momentum both for the muon and for the electron (see Eq. (2)). )/A (in percent) to the asymmetry for elastic electron}muon scattering as a function of y. The muonic, electronic, interference and vacuum contributions are shown both for no cut applied (dashed line) and for the "nal set of cuts described in the text (solid line). The dashed and solid lines are superimposed for the vacuum contribution as it is not a!ected by kinematical cuts. The last plot shows the sum of the previous four contributions for the "nal cuts.
A detailed discussion of the cuts can be found in Section 4.3. The cuts reject part of the bremsstrahlung events. Fig. 3 shows the contributions from the four gauge invariant contributions and the total radiative corrections to the longitudinal asymmetry; they amount to less than 0.5% throughout the y range we have considered in our measurement.
Sources of background
Along with }e scattering there are two competing sources for the production of electrons by muons: muon bremsstrahlung ( ) on a nucleus followed by photon conversion on another nucleus and muon direct e>e\ pair production ( ), where only one nucleus is involved. Both processes are primarily interactions with nuclei, and therefore they are independent of the target electron polarisation and produce a dilution of the asymmetry. The relative importance of these processes depends on target thickness. For the target thicknesses used in this experiment (see Table 2 ) bremsstrahlung predominates over direct pair production.
These background processes di!er kinematically from }e scattering in two important respects: energy conservation in the observed "nal state, and scattering angles. Since we only measure the > and the e\ energies, these background events will always be missing the energy carried by the undetected e>. The electron from a }e scattering event is degraded; this produces a tail in the missing energy distribution. A loose cut on this tail rejects mostly background.
The angles di!er because the "nal state for }e scattering events obeys 2-body kinematics with a well-de"ned correlation between angles and momenta, whereas the background events follow 3-body kinematics with an angular distribution strongly peaked in the forward direction.
The characteristic angle of emission for muon bremsstrahlung is m I /E I which is around 0.5 mrad at 190 GeV. The conversion pair deviates from this direction only at the level of m C /(yE I ))25 rad. The di!erence in the angle for bremsstrahlung and elastic scattering both for the produced electron and for the scattered muon are presented in Fig. 4 , as well as the cuts used in the analysis to reject background. Taking advantage of the charge symmetry property of electromagnetic interactions, a measurement of radiative background was performed using a \ beam and requiring a coincidence of the scattered muon with an e> in the electron arm of the spectrometer whose magnetic "eld was inverted.
The radiative background was also studied with a Monte Carlo simulation in which the bremmsstrahlung angular spectrum was approximated by the distribution ( )/(1#( )), where "E I /m I , and is the angle between the emitted photon and the incoming muon.
Experimental set up
The experimental method consists in the measurement of the asymmetry for the elastic scattering of the muons o! the polarised electrons of a magnetised target whose magnetisation is inverted between beam pulses [15] . The incoming muon, the scattered muon and the recoil electron are identi"ed and measured in a spectrometer which consists of a dipole magnet, several planes of scintillators and multi-wire proportional chambers, and a lead glass shower detector.
The muon beam
The CERN M2 muon beam [16] is produced from the decay of secondary hadrons (pions and kaons) generated by bombarding a beryllium target with the 450 GeV SPS proton beam. The beam intensity is typically 4;10 > per 2.4 s pulse, with a repetition rate of 250 pulses per hour. The typical transverse size (rms) of the muon beam at the polarimeter is 25 mm. Each muon is tagged by its momentum which is determined with a relative resolution of 3;10\ in the Beam Momentum Station (BMS) using four scintillator hodoscopes located upstream and downstream of an analysing magnetic system upstream of the SMC experimental hall [17] .
For a given muon energy the muon polarisation is a decreasing function of the energy of the hadron parent. The muon beam energy spectrum is measured by the BMS. The hadron beam energy spectrum depends on the aperture of the momentum slits of the analysing magnet which de"ne the useful hadron beam upstream of the hadron decay channel. The slit aperture during our measurement corresponded to a relative hadron energy range $4%. Correction to the muon beam polarisation for a di!erent slit aperture was estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation of the beam line.
The decay section and the muon beam transport system which consist of structures of alternately focussing and defocussing quadrupoles have an azimuthal symmetry; therefore the beam polarisation at the output is purely longitudinal. A small transverse polarisation is induced by the muon spin precession [18] during de#ections by the dipole magnets of the beam transport system to the experimental hall. At the magnetised target location, the horizontal and vertical angles between the polarisation and the momentum of the muon were, respectively, 0.017 and 0.020 radian for 190 GeV muons. Because of our experimental procedure (see Section 4.1) which averages over two target con"gurations with symmetrical angles with respect to the beam direction, the contribution of transverse target polarisation cancels out. Only the beam transverse polarisation had a small contribution to the measured asymmetry through the a VX asymmetry. 
The polarised electron target
In order to maximise the measured experimental asymmetry, the target electron polarisation P R should be as high as possible. A practical choice for the target is ferromagnetic material for which a polarisation of approximately 8% can be obtained since at saturation about two of the 26 electrons of the Fe atom have their spin aligned with the applied magnetic "eld. Also, the target material should provide high magnetic "eld at saturation which should be reached for low values of the magnetising "eld. We selected the AFK502 alloy (49% Fe, 49% Co, and 2% V) whose saturation induction is 2.35 T; 97% of the saturation induction is obtained with H" 8000 A/m. One or several stacked foils of ferromagnetic material with dimensions (length, width, thickness)¸"698 mm, l"180 mm, t"1.32 mm and of mass =" 2700.6 g were installed in the gap of a #at magnetic circuit [19] . To maximise the longitudinal polarisation, the target plane was set at a small angle with respect to the muon beam direction, limited by the geometry of the foil holder and by the transverse beam dimensions ( "183 or 253) (Fig. 5) .
The target foil electron polarisation P is related to the spin contribution M , to the target total magnetisation M, and to the electron density of the target material
is the vacuum permittivity, and the Bohr magneton. The electron density C is related to the material density "=/¸lt through
where A M and Z M are the average atomic mass and the average atomic number for the target material, respectively.
The ratio of the spin magnetisation to the total magnetisation was deduced from the value of the magnetomechanical ratio g of the material
A precise determination of the magnetomechanical ratio g of a material is obtained from Einstein} de Haas experiments, in which one observes the mechanical rotation induced on a sample of the material by a change in magnetisation. Unfortunately, no g data exist for ternary alloys Fe}Co}V. The most accurate values of g for Fe}Co alloys have been obtained by Scott and Sturner [20] . For a 50% Fe 50% Co alloy g"1.916$0.002. One then derives M /M"0.956$0.002. A small admixture of vanadium which is a paramagnetic element is not expected to modify substantially this ratio. The value of the uncertainty on M /M" 0.96$0.01 is thought to be a conservative estimate for AFK502.
The total magnetisation value M for the foil is obtained from the measurement of the change of magnitude #ux in pick-up coils wrapped around the target, while inverting the current of the magnet coils. The air contribution to this #ux change is determined by performing the same measurement after removing the target foil. Consequently, M"( ! )/(2nlt), where n is the number of turns of the pick-up coil. Moving a pick-up coil along the gap the foil magnetisation was checked to be homogeneous within a few permil throughout the area covered by the muon beam.
Finally, assuming a parallelepipedic shape for the target, the electron polarisation is
For a target angle we obtain for the longitudinal electron polarisation along the muon beam axis where the error stems mostly from the uncertainty on g.
The polarimeter spectrometer
The polarimeter spectrometer is placed downstream of the deep inelastic experiment and takes data concurrently. Parts of the apparatus are common to both the decay and }e scattering polarimeters [10] . Fig. 6 shows the apparatus as set up for }e scattering data taking in 1994. The 1993 set-up di!ers only in the downstream chamber con-"guration from that used in 1994. The scattering polarimeter is a two-arm spectrometer allowing for tracking of both incident and scattered particles. It includes hodoscopes, an analysing magnet, and multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC).
The polarimeter beam hodoscope (PBH) is composed of two scintillator planes with 32 adjacent elements each. The size of the elements varies so that each element intercepts a similar beam #ux. The "rst plane has its elements oriented vertically (PBHV) and the second one horizontally (PBHH).
The total area covered by each plane is 200 mm;200 mm. The PBH information is used for timing correlation with other hodoscopes, as part of the trigger, for beam normalisation, and to form roads for the tracking of the particles in the event reconstruction.
The scattered electron is identi"ed by its shower in a lead glass calorimeter (LG). The lead glass calorimeter is formed from a 3;10 array of 100 mm;100 mm, 85 mm thick lead glass blocks with a radiation length, X "24.8 mm. The response of the individual blocks was calibrated using electrons de#ected by the analysing magnet. An analog sum of all lead glass signals is also used for the physics trigger.
The scattered muon is identi"ed by a hit in a two-part scintillator hodoscope (HMU/S) placed downstream of a 2 m thick iron wall. The "rst part (HMS) has six adjacent scintillator panels 300 mm high and of increasing widths (5, 10, 15, 40, 55, and 80 mm) for triggering near the beam. The second part (HMU) is composed of 22 adjacent scintillator panels 300 mm high and 75 mm wide. The "rst HMU element and the last HMS element have an For all the elements of the PBH, LG, and HMU/S, the charge of the signal and the timing relative to the trigger are measured for each event, and the counting rates are permanently monitored.
The analysing magnet (MNP26) is 6 m long and has a gap 500 mm in width by 140 mm in height. It is operated at B dl values 8.5 and 11.7 T.m for which the "eld has been mapped. The analysis had to account for the fact that low-momentum particles could be signi"cantly in#uenced by the fringe "eld. The stability of the "eld is continuously monitored with Hall and NMR probes. The BMS was calibrated with respect to the MNP26 to an accuracy of 2;10\ by de#ecting the muon beam through the muon polarimeter and measuring the same muons through both apparatus.
A set of MWPCs provides the tracking information. The tracking volume is split into four telescopes: tracking upstream of the target, tracking downstream of the target, tracking of negative particles downstream of the magnet (e\), and tracking of positive particles downstream of the magnet ( >). The "rst and second telescopes are formed from three PBC chambers each designed to operate in the beam. In each of these telescopes vacuum tubes are placed between the chambers in order to reduce secondary interactions. All of the PBCs use the RMH [21] readout system developed at CERN.
As shown in Fig. 6 there are six chambers for tracking the scattered > and three chambers for tracking the scattered e\. PPC7 is read out with RMH electronics while the other PPCs are read out with PCOS. The parameters of all the chambers are listed in Table 1 .
Trigger and data acquisition
Three types of triggers are recorded: beam, physics, and normalisation. The beam triggers are used to monitor beam conditions, check target "eld polarity through curvature of the muon track, and provide input tracks for the Monte Carlo. They are formed by requiring a least one hit in each PBH plane. The physics trigger is a beam trigger in coincidence with a hit in the HMU/S hodoscope and a shower in the LG with a deposition of at least 20 GeV. This trigger condition together with the experimental set-up de"ne the y acceptance ranging from y"0.10 to 0.90. The normalisation trigger [22] , used to measure the e!ective beam #ux , is produced by the coincidence between a beam trigger and a signal randomly distributed in time. The random signal is obtained from the coincidence of pulses from two phototubes viewing two scintillators sandwiching a Am source. This system is located far away from the muon beam line in order to avoid detection of particles originating in the beam line.
All triggers are combined in a fan-in module whose output signal starts the data acquisition; they are therefore a!ected in the same way by data acquisition dead-time which is typically 35%. Since the number of }e scattering events and of normalisation events play a symmetrical role in the determination of the asymmetry, they should be about the same in order to optimise the overall statistical error. Typical trigger rates are 500 physics triggers per burst, 200 normalisation triggers per burst, and 70 beam triggers per burst.
The detector readout comprises three CAMAC branches which are read out by VME-based branch controllers run by a FIC module. The branches correspond roughly to beam chambers, PCOS chambers, and ADC/TDC readout. The BMS information is transferred to a CAMAC memory module. The ADC/TDC branch is read out directly by VME high speed memory modules. After readout and event building, the events are sent to a SUN workstation for online monitoring and to a VAX cluster for writing to exabyte 8 mm tapes.
Measurements and analysis
Experimental procedure
The beam polarisation is deduced from the experimental asymmetry in }e scattering when the target polarisation is inverted by reversing the magnetising "eld. This "eld a!ects the trajectories of the reaction particles in a di!erent way depending on the polarisation of the target, thereby inducing a false asymmetry. Because of the azimuthal symmetry of the scattering process around the beam direction, the false asymmetry is induced only by the vertical component of the magnetic "eld B T . In order to correct for this false asymmetry, we performed measurements for the two target polarisation orientations at two target inclination angles with respect to the horizonal plane: , and ! (see Fig. 7 ). In a given y bin, the measured yields for antiparallel and parallel relative beam and target spin orientations, and for the two target inclination angles are:
where is the muon #ux, n is the number of electrons, and the unpolarised cross-section. The apparatus acceptance (which includes apparatus e$ciencies in addition to geometrical acceptance) is a > (a \ ) for a positive (negative) vertical "eld component. De"ning the experimental asymmetry "(N ?
, one can extract the beam polarisation
which when all s are small is,
This relation is valid only if the ratio a > /a \ remains constant through the set of measurements. In practice, the target magnetisation was reversed on a pulse-to-pulse basis whereas the target angle was changed from to ! every 2 h. The acceptance variations with time which reached up to $10% were mostly due to chamber e$ciency variations.
Data were analysed in y bins. This provided an overall check of the measurement, since the variation of the experimental asymmetry as a function of y should be equal to that of the theoretical asymmetry up to the constant proportionality factor P I P C . The y value for each event was de"ned as the relative muon energy loss (involving only the muon energies measured by the BMS and the polarimeter spectrometer), rather than the ratio of the recoil electron energy to the incoming muon energy. This minimised the e!ect of radiative energy loss on the determination of the y value at the vertex of the reaction.
Tracking
Linear track segments were computed using proportional chamber information in each of the telescopes [23, 24] . The hit hodoscope counters (PBH on the incident track, HMU on the scattered muon track, and LG on the recoil electron track) were used as "lters in the wire selection for the proportional chambers.
Incident and scattered track reconstruction
First, the tracks upstream of the target were reconstructed. A minimum of 7 hit planes out of a total of 12 was required.
In order to reconstruct track segments between the target and the analysing magnet, roads were de"ned using the intersection of reconstructed incident tracks with the target, and points reconstructed in the last chamber upstream of the analysing magnet. For all the combination of pairs of points (one in the target, and one in the last chamber) a road was de"ned in which tracks were searched with a minimum of 8 hit planes. Tracks corresponding to a scattering angle less than 1 mrad were discarded both upstream and downstream of the target.
Vertex reconstruction
The vertex search was started by looking for the point with a minimum sum of squared distances to all the scattered tracks downstream of the target. The track with maximum distance was discarded whenever its distance was larger than 1 mm, and a new vertex search was performed. Only events with two remaining tracks were kept.
The matching between the incident track and the two remaining tracks was done taking each incident track one by one and calculating a vertex. The best incident track, corresponding to the lowest sum of squared distances for this vertex was kept. Events with this sum larger than 3 mm were discarded. Finally, the track parameters were recalculated imposing the vertex as a common point. The resulting angular resolution on scattering angles was better than 0.1 mrad.
Track identixcation and momentum determination
The reconstruction downstream of the magnet was performed in the same way for the muon and for the electron. For each track the intersection with the vertical plane at the centre of the analysing magnet was computed. Roads for the wire selection were determined using this point and the hit elements of hodoscopes HMU or LG.
The momentum was determined with the upstream and the downstream tracks using a parametrisation of the magnet transfer function deduced from the measured "eld map. The resulting relative momentum resolution was estimated to be better than 1%.
In order to identify correctly the scattered muon and the recoil electron, combinations using both upstream tracks were tried, and the of the "ts were compared. For 3.5% of the events, the best muon and the best electron reconstructed trajectories corresponded to the same upstream track; they were rejected.
Analysis
Data taken and data selection
Data were taken using the }e scattering polarimeter during the 1993 and 1994 SMC running periods as summarised in Table 2 . Polarised targets (AFK502) and unpolarised targets (polyethylene and copper) of various thicknesses were used in both 1993 and 1994.
In 1993 the polarised target consisted of two foils of AFK502 titled at an angle of 253 while in 1994 targets of two foils and four foils were used at an Table 2 , these three con"gurations correspond to three e!ective target thicknesses along the beam direction (0.37X , 0.50X , 0.95X
). There were minor di!erences in the analysis cuts and in the background correction procedure for the three target thicknesses. This section describes in detail the analysis of the data collected with the 0.50X target. The "nal set of data was selected by checking beam and apparatus status. For each burst the same minimal beam intensity was required as in the deep inelastic SMC analysis. Each run contained data taken at one target angle over a period of approximately 2 h. The edge y bins were discarded to avoid any biases from regions of low acceptance and large target "eld e!ects. Periods were de"ned as sets of runs for which the status of the apparatus was stable. All the runs of a period were combined.
Approximately 10% of the physics triggers were reconstructed and passed cuts for use in the "nal data set.
Asymmetry dilution ewects
The asymmetry was diluted by scattering events in the air around the target. The size of this e!ect was studied with a Monte Carlo simulation and using data from runs without target. This gave a relative correction to the asymmetry of order 1% depending on target thickness with an error of 0.1%. The stability of the correction was checked by varying the vertex cut. The "nal vertex cut was set at a distance of $123 mm of the target plane.
The asymmetry was also diluted by muon bremsstrahlung and direct pair production events in the target. Several kinematic cuts were applied to reject these events. These included cuts on the di!erence between the measured value of the muon scattering angle and the value calculated from the measured y, on the di!erence between measured and calculated electron scattering angle, and on the fractional missing energy (E I !E I !E C )/E I . These cuts allowed a discrimination between bremsstrahlung and elastic scattering events as described in Section 2 and Fig. 4 . For the 0.50X target the cut values were
They are illustrated in Fig. 8 . The angular cuts and the upper cut on missing energy rejected radiative background. The lower cut on missing energy rejected incorrectly reconstructed events containing tracks from non-interacting beam muons.
The same cuts were applied to the \ data. Fig. 9 shows the background ratio r % (y). The background was treated as a dilution of the measured polarisation which was corrected by multiplying by 1/(1!r % (y)). Since \ data were taken Fig. 8 . Spectra of (a)
The shaded areas are the same quantities from the \ data. The vertical lines indicate the cuts applied in the analysis. Fig. 9 . Relative background level after cuts, R, for 1994 0.50X measurement. The solid squares are the results obtained from the ratio of \ to > data. The curves are results from Monte Carlo. The solid curve represents the sum of all processes, the dashed curve the contribution from muon bremsstrahlung conversion, the dotted curve that from showers from \}e\ scatters, and the dash}dotted curve that from direct pairs. only with the 0.50X target thickness they were used to correct the 0.50X data and extrapolated toward the zero for the 0.37X data. The background level was also estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation. A comparison with the \ result is shown in Fig. 9 . This simulation was used to correct the 0.95X result and as a crosscheck for the 0.37X and 0.50X results.
Polarisation calculation
For each period the beam polarisation was calculated for each y bin through Eq. (15). In Fig. 10 we present for the three measurements at 190 GeV, the combined values of the beam polarisation for all periods. The constancy of the polarisation value as a function of y is an overall check of the consistency of our measurement. One should, however, note that the represented error bars in Fig. 10 do not take into account correctly the correlations induced by the normalisation which is common to all bins.
In the "nal analysis, for each period the beam polarisation was extracted by "tting the beam #ux to the number of normalisation triggers, and for each y bin the number of }e events to expressions (11)} (14) with the assumption that the ratio of acceptances for #and !"eld was the same for both target angles. The was minimised using MINUIT. Altogether there were 47 parameters (beam polarisation, four beam #ux values, and 28 acceptance values corresponding to a \ ( ! ) and 14 acceptance ratios a > /a \ for the 14 y bins covering the range from y"0.15 to 0.85), and 60 experimental counting values. At 190 GeV nominal beam energy the average (for the 13 degrees of freedom) was 12.3, 13.1, and 11.7, respectively, for the 1993 (0.37X ), 1994 (0.50X ), and the 1994 (0.95X ) measurements. For each measurement the polarisation value and its statistical error were calculated by combining the beam polarisation values for the di!erent periods.
Systematic studies
The errors are summarised in Table 3 for all three measurements at 190 GeV nominal beam energy. Correlated errors are listed in a separate column. The errors are dominated by counting statistics. The next largest error is due to the target polarisation.
The various cuts on angles and missing energy were set in a position where the result was stable. The cut sensitivity was estimated by varying around this cut. The angular cuts were placed at 4 of the peak width and varied between 2 and 6 . The missing energy cut was placed at 0.2 and varied between 0.1 and 0.4. The #uctuations in the stable region were within the error quoted for cut sensitivity. The errors due to momentum resolution and alignment were added in quadrature and labeled calibrations.
Possible residual false asymmetries due to acceptance variation with time were studied in two di!erent ways. First, data were taken with nonpolarised targets. The results were all consistent with zero: !0.022$0.026
Residual false asymmetries were also tested by combining runs with the polarised target far away in time. Comparing the resulting asymmetries to those obtained with data adjacent in time provides an overestimate of the residual false asymmetry. It was found compatible with zero within the normalisation error for each of the three measurements. These two estimates were used to assign the error ascribed to the residual false asymmetry.
The level of agreement between the background measured with the \ beam and estimated from the Monte Carlo result was used to estimate the background correction systematics. The \ data were used to correct the 0.50X result, scaled by the target thickness to correct the 0.37X result, and used as a crosscheck of the correction for the 0.95X result. For this reason it is treated as a correlated error.
The radiative corrections were calculated using the "nal set of cuts. The ratio of corrected asymmetry to Born asymmetry is shown in Fig. 3 . Since the e!ect is small compared to the "nal error, it was counted as an error on the Born asymmetry rather than as a correction.
The e!ect of the transverse muon beam polarisation on the experimental asymmetry has been estimated using the muon spin precession angle in the beam transport system and the value of the a XV theoretical asymmetry. The resulting maximum asymmetry is about 0.002. However, because of the azimuthal symmetry of the acceptance, the e!ect almost cancels out.
We have examined the incidence of the Levchuk e!ect [25] on the symmetry value. Because of the smearing of the kinematics for the scattering process from non-polarised inner shell target electrons with high average momentum (up to +100 keV/c) as compared to the case of the scattering o! the polarised 3d shell electrons almost at rest, angular cuts operated during the analysis produce a bias leading to an overestimation of the beam polarisation. The e!ect is expected to be small due to the fact that the smearing is less than the angular resolution of the reconstruction. Using crude approximations for the momentum distribution of the target electrons [26] in a Monte Carlo simulation, we estimated the corresponding contribution to the extracted beam polarisation value to be less than 0.001. The 190 GeV data for both the 1993 and the 1994 0.50X target were also analysed with another analysis chain which used an alternative reconstruction program with a di!erent tracking algorithm, thus providing an independent result using the same input data [27] . This program di!ered primarily in its use of points reconstructed in the chambers instead of individual planes for the tracking upstream of the analysing magnet. For both years the results using both methods were compatible within statistical error.
100 GeV analysis
During 1993, data were also taken at a beam energy of 100 GeV. These data were analysed with the alternative reconstruction method. For this measurement there were no \ data to use for the background correction. The size of the tails of the " I ! I (y)" spectra are directly related to the background level. A Monte Carlo simulation was used along with these tails to calculate the correction. The systematic error was somewhat larger due to increased uncertainty on the background corrections.
Results and conclusion
The results of the P I measurements at 100 and 190 GeV/c in 1993 and 1994 are listed in Table 4 with the error separated into statistical, uncorrelated systematic, and correlated systematic components.
The average beam energy for these measurements is given at the SMC polarised target. The weighted average was calculated using the statistical and uncorrelated systematic errors to compute the weights.
The beam polarisation was also measured by "tting the energy spectrum of the positrons from muon decay (see Addendum and Refs. [10, 11] ). Table 5 shows the results of the polarisation measurements at the two beam energies. Here statistical and systematic errors have been added in quadrature. For the 190 GeV beam, the two methods give compatible results, so a "nal measured polarisation P I was calculated by taking the weighted mean. The "nal error contains an additional contribution of 0.005, estimated using the beam line Monte Carlo, to take into account changes in the hadron slit aperture.
The measured polarisation values can be compared to those calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation [16] which includes full description of the beam line and of the hadron decay channel. This gave a result for P I of !0.83$0.04 at 99.4 GeV and !0.79$0.04 at 187.4 GeV [28] in good agreement with the measured values. In conclusion, the }e scattering method has been shown to provide a high accuracy measurement of the muon beam polarisation with signi"-cant advantages over measurements based on the study of the decay:
E the physical process is clearly identi"ed, E the background is directly measured, and E because we perform an asymmetry measurement, uncertainties on the detector e$ciency cancel out, and therefore no Monte Carlo simulation is needed in order to derive the beam polarisation value.
Data were taken at two beam energies and in several con"gurations. The "nal results are in agreement both with the measurement using the muon decay spectrum and with calculations using the beamline simulation. The error on the "nal measured polarisation is below 2%. This achievement contributes to the reduction of the systematic error in the SMC spin asymmetry measurements.
Addendum: Measurement using the decay positron energy spectrum The polarisation was also measured, for the beam energy of 190 GeV, by analysing the energy spectrum of the positron from >Pe> C N I decay. Measuring the parent (beam) muon energy E I and the energy E C > of the outgoing positron for each event, one can study the distribution of the variable y"E C > /E I . The shape of this distribution depends on the muon polarisation and can be computed in QED with a high accuracy.
This alternate method is relatively`fasta, because the number of events necessary to calculate P I with the statistical accuracy of &1% can be collected in one week of data taking. However, the`decaya method relies on the Monte Carlo acceptance calculations and therefore requires an accurate description of all detectors, chamber e$ciencies and physical subprocesses [23] .
A large part of the apparatus [10] is common with that of the }e scattering asymmetry measurement (Fig. 6) . A lead foil located before PBH allows it to be used as a shower veto to reject positron from upstream decay. The decay area extends between the PBH and the analysing magnet and includes only the three chambers, PBC1, PBC2 and PBC3. The magnet "eld is reversed so that decay positrons are de#ected into the LG telescope which includes PPC2, PPC9 and another similar chamber in between.
The analysis was re"ned in many ways [11] with respect to Ref. [10] . A similar tracking as in the }e asymmetry measurement was used and the alignment was improved. Monte Carlo events were weighted to take into account the muon energy dependence of the decay probability. An underestimate of the decay angle was obtained, assuming that the decay occurred in PBC2. Events for which this estimate was larger than the kinematical maximum were rejected. A new selection procedure was designed in order to eliminate background events produced by muons which do not decay but get de#ected enough in the magnet to reach LG and generate a decay trigger. It rejects events with a downstream track close to the beam edge of LG, an upstream track on the LG side of PBC3 and an estimated decay angle compatible with zero ( (0.15 mrad). Due to this new cut, the positron identi"cation cut could be tightened to about "P C !E *% "(24 GeV. Also, more cuts were introduced: a "ducial cut at the level of PPC2 and a cut on low positron momentum (P C '52 GeV) which improved the background rejection. Fitting over the range [0.26}0.58] for y"E C > /E I as illustrated in Fig. 11 , we get P I "!0.806$ 0.013$0.026 for an average energy of 187.4 GeV, where the "rst error is statistical and the second one is systematic. The main sources of systematic errors are listed in Table 6 .
